
NON-ABELIAN CONVEXITY BY SYMPLECTIC CUTSEUGENE LERMAN, ECKHARD MEINRENKEN, SUE TOLMAN, AND CHRIS WOODWARDAbstract. We give new proofs of the convexity and connectedness properties of the moment mapusing the technique of symplectic cutting and extend these results to the case of orbifolds.Contents1. Introduction 12. Symplectic cuts 23. The principal cross-section 43.1. Principal orbit type 53.2. The cross-section theorem 53.3. The principal face and cross-section 64. Hamiltonian torus actions on non-compact orbifolds 85. Proof of non-abelian convexity 106. Local moment cones 11References 131. IntroductionIn this paper we prove the following theorem, which extends results of Kirwan and others to the caseof orbifolds. Recall that a subset � of a vector space V is polyhedral if it is the intersection of �nitelymany closed half-spaces, and is locally polyhedral if for any point x 2 �, there is a neighborhood Uof x in V and a polyhedral set P in V such that U \� = U \ P .Theorem 1.1. Let (M;!) be a connected symplectic orbifold with a Hamiltonian action of a compactLie group G and a proper moment map � :M ! g�.a. Let t�+ be a closed Weyl chamber for the Lie group G considered as a subset of g�. The momentset � := �(M) \ t�+ is a convex locally polyhedral set. In particular, if M is compact then � is aconvex polytope.b. Each �ber of the moment map � is connected.The non-abelian convexity and connectedness theorem has numerous applications in symplectic geom-etry: For example, it is used in the classi�cation of Hamiltonian G-orbifolds, in geometric quantization,and in the study of the existence of invariant K�ahler structures. We also extend to orbifolds a theoremof Sjamaar [Sj]:Partially supported by a National Science Foundation Postdoctoral Fellowship.Supported by a Feodor-Lynen Fellowship from the Humboldt Foundation.Partially supported by a National Science Foundation Postdoctoral Fellowship.Supported by a Sloan Foundation Doctoral Dissertation Fellowship.1



2 EUGENE LERMAN, ECKHARD MEINRENKEN, SUE TOLMAN, AND CHRIS WOODWARDTheorem 1.2. Let (M;!) be a connected symplectic orbifold with a Hamiltonian action of a compactLie group G and a proper moment map � : M ! g�. Then the quotient map M=G ! �(M) \ t�+ isopen. That is, for every m 2 ��1(t�+), and every G-invariant neighborhood U of m in M , the image�(U) \ t�+ is a relatively open neighborhood of �(m) in �(M) \ t�+.Together with the symplectic slice theorem, Sjamaar's result shows that the shape of the moment setnear a point x 2 � is determined by the isotropy representation at any point in the �ber ��1(x). Foran application, see Karshon-Lerman [KL].Convexity theorems in symplectic geometry have a long history. For the action of a maximal toruson a coadjoint orbit Theorem 1.1 was proved by Kostant [Ko], extending previous results of Schur andHorn. This was generalized to the actions of subgroups by Heckman [H]. For Hamiltonian torus actionson manifolds the theorem was proved independently by Atiyah [A] and by Guillemin and Sternberg[GS2]. In the non-abelian case Guillemin and Sternberg proved that the moment set is a union ofconvex polytopes and that it is a single polytope for a K�ahler manifold. The convexity in the K�ahlercase was independently proved by Mumford [NM]. The �rst complete proof for Hamiltonian actionsof non-abelian groups on manifolds was given by Kirwan [Ki2], using Morse theory of the Yang-Millsfunctional and results of Guillemin and Sternberg.Since Kirwan's proof appeared, there have been several new approaches leading to extensions ofthe result. The techniques of Condevaux-Dazord-Molino [CDM] and Hilgert-Neeb-Plank [HNP] givea proof which also applies to actions on non-compact manifolds with proper moment maps. Sjamaar[Sj] o�ers a proof in the compact case which also gives information on the vertices of the polytope.Flaschka-Ratiu [FR] extend the result to the setting of Poisson geometry. Brion [B], Sjamaar [Sj], andHeinzner-Huckleberry [HH] discuss extensions in algebraic and K�ahler geometry.Our motivation for o�ering a new proof is twofold. First, Theorem 1.1 generalizes the result frommanifolds to orbifolds; this category is important in symplectic geometry because, generically, thesymplectic quotient of a symplectic manifold is an orbifold. Secondly, our proof is conceptually verysimple. The �rst step is to generalize the abelian version of the theorem to certain non-compact orbifolds.The key idea is to apply the technique of symplectic cutting [L] to reduce to the compact case. In thesecond step we reduce the non-abelian case to the abelian case by means of a symplectic cross-section,as in [CDM], [HNP] and [FR].In Meinrenken-Woodward [MW] the methods of this paper are used to prove convexity and connect-edness properties for Hamiltonian loop group actions with proper moment maps. Results of this typewere observed by S. Chang several years ago.2. Symplectic cutsWe begin by recalling the de�nition of a Hamiltonian action on a symplectic orbifold. An orbifoldM is a topological space jM j, together with an atlas of uniformizing charts ( ~U;�; '), where ~U isopen subset of Rn , '( ~U ) is an open subset of jM j, � is a �nite group which acts linearly on ~U and �xes aset of codimension at least two, and ' : ~U ! jM j induces a homeomorphism from ~U=� to '( ~U) � jM j.Just as for manifolds, these charts must cover jM j; they are subject to certain compatibility conditions;and there is a notion of when two atlases of charts are equivalent. For more details, see Satake [Sa].A smooth function on M is a collection of smooth invariant functions on each uniformizing chart( ~U;�; ') which agree on overlaps of the images '( ~U ). Di�erential forms, vectors �elds, and otherobjects can be similarly de�ned. There is also a notion of morphisms (maps) of orbifolds.Let x be a point in an orbifold M , and let ( ~U;�; ') be a uniformizing chart with x 2 ~U=�. The(orbifold) structure group of x is the isotropy group �x of ~x 2 ~U , where '(~x) = x. The group �x iswell de�ned as an abstract group. The tangent space to ~x in ~U , considered as a representation of �x iscalled the uniformized tangent space at x, and denoted by ~TxM . The quotient ~TxM=�x is TxM ,the �ber of the tangent bundle of M at x.



NON-ABELIAN CONVEXITY BY SYMPLECTIC CUTS 3Let G be a compact connected Lie group with Lie algebra g. A smooth action a of G on an orbifoldM is a smooth orbifold map a : G �M ! M satisfying the usual laws for an action. Given an actionof G on M , every vector � 2 g induces a vector �eld �M on M .A symplectic orbifold is an orbifold M with a closed non-degenerate 2-form !. A group G actssymplectically on (M;!) if the action preserves !. A moment map for a symplectic action of agroup G is an equivariant map � :M ! g� such thati�M! = �h d�; �i for all � 2 g:(1)If a moment map exists, we say that the action of G on (M;!) is Hamiltonian and refer to (M;!) as aHamiltonian G-space. If b 2 g� is a regular value of the moment map �, then the orbifold version ofthe Marsden-Weinstein-Meyer theorem says that the quotientMb := ��1(b)=Gb is a symplectic orbifold,called the symplectic reduction of M at b. For a proof, see [LT].We now recall the de�nition of the technique of symplectic cutting which was introduced in [L]. Let(M;!) be a symplectic orbifold with a Hamiltonian circle action and a moment map � : M ! R.Suppose that � is a regular value of the moment map. Consider the disjoint unionM[�;1) := ��1((�;1)) [M�;obtained from the orbifold with boundary ��1([�;1)) by collapsing the boundary under the S1-action.We claim that M[�;1) admits a natural structure of a symplectic orbifold, in such a way that theembeddings of ��1((�;1)) and M� are symplectic. Moreover, the induced circle action on M[�;1)is Hamiltonian, with a moment map coming from the restriction of the original moment map � tofm 2M : �(m) � �g.De�nition 2.1. We call the symplectic orbifold M[�;1) the symplectic cut of M with respect to theray [�;1) (with symplectic form and moment map understood).To see that the claim holds consider the product M � C of the orbifold with a complex plane. Ithas a natural (product) symplectic structure : ! + (�i)dz ^ d�z. The function � : M � C ! R givenby �(m; z) = �(m) � jzj2 is a moment map for the diagonal action of the circle (it commutes with theoriginal action of the circle on M). The point � is a regular value of � if and only if it is a regular valueof �. The map fm 2M : � � �g ! ��1(�); m 7! (m;p�(m)� �)descends to a homeomorphism from the cut space M[�;1) to the reduced space ��1(�)=S1. Moreoverthe homeomorphism is S1-equivariant and it is a symplectomorphism on the set f� > �g.Example 2.2. Consider the complex plane C with symplectic form �idz ^ d�z, and let a circle U(1) =fz 2 C : jzj = 1g act by multiplication. The moment map is �(z) = �jzj2. The symplectic cut of C at� < 0 is a two-sphere.This construction generalizes to torus actions as follows.1 Let � : M ! t� be a moment map for ane�ective action of a torus T on a symplectic orbifold (M;!) and let ` � t denote the integral lattice.Choose N vectors vj 2 `, 1 � j � N . The form !� iPNj=1 dzj ^d�zj is a symplectic form on the orbifoldM � CN . The map � :M � CN ! RN with jth component�j(m; z) = h�(m); vji � jzj j2is a moment map for a (S1)N action on M � CN . For any b 2 RN , de�ne a convex rational polyhedralset P = fx 2 t� j hx; vii � bi for all 1 � i � Ng:The symplectic cut of M with respect to a rational polyhedral set P is the reduction ofM�CNat b. We denote it by MP .1See [W], [M] for the generalization to non-abelian actions.



4 EUGENE LERMAN, ECKHARD MEINRENKEN, SUE TOLMAN, AND CHRIS WOODWARDRemark 2.3. If b is a regular value of �, then MP is a symplectic orbifold. Note that regular values aregeneric. Thus, for an intersection P of �nitely many rational half-spaces of t� in general position thecut space MP is a symplectic orbifold. Note that if P is a compact polytope, then the fact that P isgeneric implies that P is simple: the number of codimension one faces meeting at a given vertex is thesame as the dimension of P .There is a natural decomposition of MP into a union of symplectic suborbifolds, indexed by the openfaces F of P : MP =[F ��1(F )=TF ;where TF � T is the torus perpendicular to F . That is, the Lie algebra of TF is the annihilator of thelinear space de�ned by the face F . Thus, one can think of MP as ��1(P ), with its boundary collapsedby means of the TF -actions. Under this identi�cation, the T -action on M descends to a T -action onMP . One can show that this action is smooth and Hamiltonian, with moment map �P induced fromthe restriction �j��1(P ). In particular, �P (MP ) = �(M) \ P:It follows immediately that the cut spaceMP is compact exactly if ��1(P ) is. SimilarlyMP is connectedif and only if ��1(P ) is connected. To summarize, we have the following result.Proposition 2.4. Let � :M ! t� be a moment map for an e�ective action of a torus T on a symplecticorbifold (M;!). Let P � t� be a generic rational polyhedral set. Let F be the set of all open faces of P .Then the topological space MP de�ned byMP = [F2F ��1(F )=TF ;where TF � T is the subtorus of T perpendicular to F , is a symplectic orbifold with a natural Hamiltonianaction of the torus T . Moreover, the map �P : MP ! t�, induced by the restriction �j��1(P ), is amoment map for this action. Consequently,a. the cut space MP is connected if and only if ��1(P ) is connected;b. the �bers of �P are connected if and only if the �bers of �j��1(P ) are connected;c. MP is compact if and only if ��1(P ) is compact.3. The principal cross-sectionThe main result of this section is the following theorem, which is a variation of results of [CDM],[HNP], and [FR]:Theorem 3.1. Let G be a compact connected Lie group, and M a connected Hamiltonian G-orbifold,with moment map � :M ! g�.a. There exists a unique open face � of the Weyl chamber t�+ with the property that �(M)\� is densein �(M) \ t�+.b. The preimage Y = ��1(�) is a connected symplectic T -invariant suborbifold of M , and the restric-tion �Y of � to Y is a moment map for action of the maximal torus T .c. The set G � Y = fg �m j g 2 G; m 2 Y g is dense in M .We will refer to � as the principal face and to Y = ��1(�) as the principal cross-section.



NON-ABELIAN CONVEXITY BY SYMPLECTIC CUTS 53.1. Principal orbit type. Consider a connected orbifold M , together with an action of a compactconnected Lie group G. For each m 2M , let gm � g be the corresponding isotropy Lie algebra. Clearly,gg�m = Ad(g)(gm) for all g 2 G. The set of subalgebras(gm) = fAd(g)(gm) j g 2 Ggis called the (in�nitesimal) orbit type of m. As in the case of manifolds, each point m 2 M hasa neighborhood U such that the number of orbit types (gm0), for m0 2 U is �nite and each gm0 issubconjugate to gm.Proposition 3.2. There exists a unique orbit type (h) (called the principal orbit type) such that theset M(h) = fm 2M j (gm) = (h)gof points of orbit type (h) is open, dense and connected.Proof. The proof is an adaptation of the proof for manifold to orbifolds. The key point is that slices(De�nition 3.6) exist for actions of compact groups on orbifolds [LT].De�nition 3.3. For an action of a compact connected Lie group G on a connected orbifold M , wede�ne the principal stratum Mprin to be the intersection of the set M(h) of points of principal orbittype with the set Msmooth of smooth points of M .Remark 3.4. By de�nition, the set Msing of singular points of an orbifold M is a union of submanifoldsof codimension at least 2. Therefore Msmooth is open, dense and connected, and so is Mprin.Remark 3.5. Let M be a connected Hamiltonian G-orbifold. As in the case of manifolds, the de�nitionof the moment map, equation (1), implies that the image of the di�erential of the moment map at apoint m is the annihilator of the corresponding isotropy Lie algebra gm. Consequently the restrictionof the moment map to Mprin has constant rank.3.2. The cross-section theorem. Theorem 3.8 below is a version of the cross section theorem ofGuillemin and Sternberg [GS3, Theorem 26.7] adapted to orbifolds. See also [GLS].De�nition 3.6. Suppose that a group G acts on an orbifold M . Given a point m in M with isotropygroupGm, a suborbifold U �M containingm is a slice atm if U isGm-invariant,G�U is a neighborhoodof m, and the map G�Gm U ! G � U; [a; u] 7! a � uis an isomorphism. In other words, G � y \ U = Gm � y and Gy � Gm for all y 2 U .Remark 3.7. Consider the coadjoint action of a compact connected Lie group G on g�. For all x 2 g�,there is a unique largest open subset Ux � g�x � g� which is a slice at x. We refer to Ux as the naturalslice at x for the coadjoint action. In order to describe the natural slice, we may assume without lossof generality that x 2 t�+. Let � � t�+ be the open face of t�+ containing x and let G� denote the isotropyLie group of x (the group is the same for all points of �). ThenU� = G� � fy 2 t�+ j Gy � G�g = G� � [��� 0 � 0is an open subset of g�� , and is equal to the natural slice Ux.Theorem 3.8 (Cross-section). Let (M;!) be a symplectic orbifold with a moment map � : M ! g�arising from an action of a compact Lie group G. Let x be a point in g� and let U be the natural sliceat x (see above). Then the cross-section R := ��1(U) is a Gx-invariant symplectic suborbifold of M ,where Gx is the isotropy group of x. Furthermore the restriction �jR is a moment map for the actionof Gx on R.



6 EUGENE LERMAN, ECKHARD MEINRENKEN, SUE TOLMAN, AND CHRIS WOODWARDProof. By de�nition of the slice, coadjoint orbits intersect U transversally. Since the moment map isequivariant, it is transversal to U as well. Hence the cross-section R = ��1(U) is a suborbifold. Sincethe slice U is preserved by the action of Gx and the moment map is equivariant, the cross-sectionis preserved by Gx. It remains to show that for all r 2 R, the uniformized tangent space ~TrR is asymplectic subspace of ~TrM . Let y = �(r), and let m be the Gx-invariant complement of gx in g. ThenTyU is the annihilator of m for any y 2 U . We claim that(a) the tangent space ~TrR is symplectically perpendicular to mM (r) = f�M (r) : � 2 mg, the subspaceof the tangent space to the orbit through r spanned by m;(b) mM (r) is a symplectic subspace of ~TrM .Together the two claims establish the theorem because ~TrM = ~TrR � mM (r). To see that (a) holdsobserve that for v 2 ~TrR and � 2 m,!r(�M (r); v) = �h�; d�r(v)i = 0since d�r(v) 2 TyU = m� and � 2 m.To see that (b) is true, observe that for �; � 2 g,!r(�M (r); �M (r)) = �h�; d�r(�M (r))i = h�; ady(�) ��(r)i = �h[�; �]; yi:Thus mM (r) is symplectic if and only if ady(m)y is a symplectic subspace of the tangent space Ty(G �y).Since Gx � y � U and since m = (TyU)�, for any � 2 m and any � 2 gx we haveh[�; �]; yi = h�; ady(�)yi = 0;i.e., Ty(Gx � y) and ady(m)y are symplectically perpendicular in Ty(G � y). Since Ty(G � y) = Ty(Gx � y)�ady(m)y, it remains to show that the orbit Gx �y is a symplectic submanifold of the coadjoint orbit G �y.Since the natural projection � : g� ! g�x is Gx-equivariant, �(Gx � y) = Gx � �(y). By the de�nition ofthe symplectic forms on a coadjoint orbit the restriction of the symplectic form on G � y to Gx � y is thepull-back by � of the symplectic form on the Gx coadjoint orbit Gx � �(y).Remarks 3.9. a. For the theorem to hold for a non-compact Lie group G one has to assume that aslice U exists at x and that the di�erential of the restriction to U of the projection g� ! g�x issurjective.b. The ow-outG�R is equivariantly di�eomorphic to the associated bundle G�GxR over the coadjointorbit G � x.c. Let G be a compact connected group, and M a Hamiltonian G-orbifold, with moment map � :M ! g�. In various applications in this paper, we will use symplectic cross-sections to reducestatements about G-orbits in M to the case that the orbit is contained in the zero level set ��1(0).The general argument is as follows. Let m 2 ��1(t�+), and let � � t�+ be the open face containingx = �(m). Let U� � g� be the natural slice and R� the corresponding natural cross-section, whichis a Hamiltonian G� -space. Since G� contains the maximal torus, there is a unique G� -invariantdecomposition g = z(g� )� [g� ; g� ]�m� ;where z(g� ) is the center of g� , [g� ; g� ] its semi-simple part and m� a complement in g. Notice thatz(g� ) can be characterized as the �xed point set of the G� -action on g. It follows that the linearspan of � is equal to z(g� )�. Since x = (�jR� )(m) 2 � � z(g� )�, one can shift the moment map�jR� by x to obtain a new moment map �0� for the G� -action on R� for which m 2 (�0� )�1(0).3.3. The principal face and cross-section. Lemma 3.10 below is used to show the existence of theprincipal face.Lemma 3.10. Let G be a compact, connected Lie group, and M a connected Hamiltonian G-orbifold,with moment map � :M ! g�.



NON-ABELIAN CONVEXITY BY SYMPLECTIC CUTS 7a. For all m 2Mprin, the isotropy Lie algebra gm is an ideal in g�(m), i.e., [gm; g�(m)] � gm.b. All points in the intersection ��1(t�+) \Mprin have the same isotropy Lie algebra h � g.c. Given � 2 �(Mprin)\ t�+ let S be the a�ne subspace (�+ h�)\ t�, where h� is the annihilator of hin g�. The intersection �(Mprin) \ t�+ is a connected, relatively open subset of S \ t�+.Proof. (1) Consider �rst the case when �(Mprin) intersects z(g)�, the �xed point set for the coadjointaction of G. Let m be a point in ��1(z(g)�) and let h be its isotropy Lie algebra. Since the restriction�jMprin has constant rank by Remark 3.5, there exists a G-invariant open neighborhood U �Mprin ofm, such that �(U) � g� is a submanifold, and T�(m)�(U) = d�m(TmM) = h�. Since �(m) is �xed bythe coadjoint action, the tangent space T�(m)�(U) is G-invariant, which proves that h is G-invariant.Therefore, the isotropy Lie algebras of all points in the principal stratum Mprin are the same. Thisproves parts (b) and (c) of the lemma in the special case, and also part 1 for the case �(m) = 0.(2) We now reduce the general case to (1), using symplectic cross-sections. Given m 2 ��1(t�+)\Mprin,let � be the open face containing �(m), and R� be the corresponding natural cross-section. Denote byN the connected component of R� containing m. Then N is a Hamiltonian G� -space, with momentmap the restriction �jN , and m lies in Nprin = N \Mprin. Since �(m) 2 � � z(g� )�, part A showsthat gm is an ideal in g�(m), and that every point in Nprin has the same isotropy algebra. In particular,the isotropy algebra of points in ��1(t�+)\Mprin is locally constant. We claim that ��1(t�+)\Mprin isconnected. Indeed, consider the natural surjective map� : ��1(t�+) \Mprin !Mprin=G; m 7! G �m:The �ber of � over every point G �m 2Mprin=G is equal to the intersection G �m\��1(t�+) �= G�(m) �m,which is connected since G�(m) is connected. Since Mprin is connected, it follows that Mprin=G isconnected. Thus � has connected target space and connected �bers, and it follows that ��1(t�+)\Mprinis connected. This rest of the Lemma is an easy consequence of the fact that the image of d�m is theannihilator of gm.Proof. (Theorem 3.1) Let S � t� be the a�ne subspace described in Lemma 3.10, and � � t�+ thelowest dimensional face such that S \ t�+ = S \�. Since the moment map is continuous, the moment set�(M)\ t�+ is contained in the closure of �(Mprin)\ t�+. By Lemma 3.10, �(Mprin)\ t�+ is an open subsetof S \ t�+. It follows that �(Mprin) \ � is non-empty, and that the closure of � contains the momentset �(M) \ t�+. It is the smallest face with this property: for any face � with �(M) \ t�+ � �� we have� � � . Consequently �(M) \ � = �(M) \ U� where U� is the natural slice (Remark 3.7). Therefore,by the cross-section theorem, Y := ��1(�) = ��1(U�)is a symplectic G�-invariant suborbifold of M and �Y := �jY : Y ! � � U� is a moment map for theaction of G� . Let h be the stabilizer algebra of points in Mprin \ ��1(t�+). The linear space spannedby � can be identi�ed with the �xed point set z(g�)� for the action of G� on g�� , that is, with theannihilator of the semi-simple part, [g�; g� ]�\g�� . By construction of �, we have h�\g�� � [g�; g� ]�\g�� ,i.e. [g�; g� ] � h. This shows that the action on Y of the semi-simple part of G� is trivial, and that themoment map �Y is a moment map for the action of the identity component of the center of G� . Thatis, the principal cross-section Y is a Hamiltonian torus orbifold.We have proved all the assertions of the theorem, except for the fact that G � Y is dense in M andthat Y is connected. The complement to G � Y \Mprin = ��1(G � �) \Mprin in Mprin is equal to theunion of ��1(G � �) \Mprin over all � such that � � � and � 6= �. By Lemma 3.11 below, these areall submanifolds of codimension at least three. It follows that removing these sets from Mprin leaves itdense and connected. Hence G �Y is connected and dense inM . Since the quotient map g� ! t�+ de�nedby x 7! G � x \ t�+ is continuous, �(Y ) is dense in �(M) \ t�+. Since G � Y = G �G� Y (Remark 3.9.b)and since the coadjoint orbit G=G� is simply connected, it follows that Y is connected.



8 EUGENE LERMAN, ECKHARD MEINRENKEN, SUE TOLMAN, AND CHRIS WOODWARDIn the proof we used the following Lemma.Lemma 3.11. Let G be a compact, connected Lie group, and M a connected Hamiltonian G-orbifold,with moment map � : M ! g�. Let � be a face of t�+ which is di�erent from the principal face �. Thenthe intersection ��1(G � �) \Mprin is either empty or is a submanifold of codimension at least 3 inMprin.Proof. Let R� = ��1(U� ) be the natural cross-section corresponding to � . Let z(g� ) be the Lie algebraof the center of G� . Let N be a connected component of R� \Mprin such that �(N) \ � 6= ;. Letm 2 N , and h = gm. By Lemma 3.10, �jN is a submersion onto an open subset of the a�ne spaceg�� \ (�(m)+ h�), which by assumption is not contained in z(g� )�. The �xed point set for the G� -actionon g�� \ (�(m) + h�) is the proper a�ne subspace z(g� )� \ (�(m) + h�). Since G� is non-abelian, thissubspace has codimension at least three. Notice that z(g� )� can be identi�ed with the linear spacespanned by � . Since �jN has constant rank, it follows that ��1(�) \Mprin has codimension greater orequal than 3 in R� . By Remark 3.9.b this implies that��1(G � �) \Mprin = G�G� (��1(�) \Mprin) � G�G� R�has codimension at least 3 in Mprin.Remark 3.12. In the proof of Theorem 3.1, we have shown that the semi-simple part [g�; g� ] of g�, where� is the principal face, is contained in the principal stabilizer algebra h for points in Mprin \ ��1(t�+).We also have h � g� , by equivariance of the moment map. Therefore, the commutators [h; h] and [g�; g� ]are equal. It follows that the principal stabilizer algebra uniquely determines the principal face.4. Hamiltonian torus actions on non-compact orbifoldsThe following theorem is due in the manifold case to Atiyah [A] and to Guillemin and Sternberg[GS2]. The proofs in the orbifold case are in [LT]. Let T be a torus, t its Lie algebra, t� the dual of tand ` = kerfexp : t! Tg the integral lattice. A polytope in t� is rational if the faces of the polytopeare cut out by hyperplanes whose normal vectors are in the lattice `.Theorem 4.1. Let (M;!) be a compact, connected symplectic orbifold, and let � :M ! t� be a momentmap for a Hamiltonian torus action on M .a. The image �(M) is a rational convex polytope, andb. each �ber of � is connected.As we have seen, for non-abelian actions the principal cross-section need not be compact even if theoriginal manifold is compact. Therefore to reduce non-abelian convexity to the abelian case we need togeneralize Theorem 4.1 to include a class of torus actions on non-compact orbifolds with not necessarilyproper moment maps. Instead, we require that the moment map � : M ! t� is proper as a mapinto a convex open set U of t�, i.e., that �(M) � U and that for every compact K � U the preimage��1(K) is compact. This criterion is motivated by the following fact: if a Lie group acts on a symplecticorbifold with a proper moment map, then the induced moment map on the principal cross section isproper as a map into the principal face. We extend Theorem 4.1 to this case by using symplectic cutsto \compactify" M .First we make an elementary observation.Lemma 4.2. Let (M;!) be a compact, connected symplectic orbifold, and let � :M ! t� be a momentmap for a Hamiltonian torus action on M . Assume that � is proper as a map into a convex open setU � t�. Then for any compact set K � U there exists a generic rational polytope P � U , such that Kis contained in the interior of P .



NON-ABELIAN CONVEXITY BY SYMPLECTIC CUTS 9Proof. For any point x 2 U there exists a polytope Px � U with rational vertices which contains x inthe interior. The collection fint(Px) : x 2 Kg is a cover of K. Since K is compact there exists a �nitesubcover int(Px1), : : : , int(Pxs). Take the convex hull P of the union Px1 [ : : : [ Pxs . If P is generic, itis the desired polytope. If it is not, perturb it to be generic.Theorem 4.3. Let (M;!) be a connected symplectic orbifold, and let � : M ! t� be a moment mapfor a Hamiltonian torus action on M . If � is proper as a map into a convex open set U � t�, thena. the image �(M) is convex,b. each �ber of � is connected, andc. if for every compact subset K of t�, the list of isotropy algebras for the T -action on ��1(K) is�nite, then the image �(M) is the intersection of U with a rational locally polyhedral set.Proof. a. Consider m0;m1 2 M . Since M is a connected orbifold, there exists a path  : [0; 1] ! Msuch that (0) = m0 and (1) = m1. Since ([0; 1]) is compact, by Lemma 4.2 there exists a genericrational polytope P � U such that �((t)) is in the interior of P for all t 2 [0; 1]. The points m0 andm1 are contained in the same connected component N of the cut space MP . Let �N : N ! t� be theinduced moment map. Since �N (N) is a convex polytope by Theorem 4.1, it contains the line segmentjoining �(m0) to �(m1). Since �N (N) � �(M), this proves that �(M) is convex.b. A similar argument shows that if �(m0) = �(m1) = x, then m0 and m1 are contained in the sameconnected component of ��1(x), since the �bers of �N are connected by Theorem 4.1 and since forpoints x in the interior of P the �bers of � and of �P : MP ! t� are the same (cf. Proposition 2.4).Therefore the �bers of � are connected.c. For each x 2 �(M), let Cx = fx+ t(y � x)j y 2 �(M) and t � 0gbe the cone over �(M) with vertex x. De�ne A to be the intersection of all the cones Cx for x 2 �(M),A := \x2�(M)Cx. Since �(M) is convex and is relatively closed in U , Lemma 4.4 below (applied to theclosure X of �(M) and to S = U) shows that �(M) = A \ U .We claim that A is the desired rational locally polyhedral set. First we show that all cones Cx arerational polyhedral cones. Let x 2 �(M), and let P � U be a generic polytope containing x in itsinterior. Since �(M) is convex, Cx is also the cone over �P (MP ) with vertex x. In particular, Cx is arational polyhedral cone, and the tangent space of each facet is of the form t�i , where ti is an isotropyLie algebra for the action of the torus T in a neighborhood of ��1(x).Suppose next that K � t� is a compact convex subset with non-empty interior. Since the number ofisotropy algebras for the T -action on ��1(K) is �nite, it follows that up to translation, the list of conesCx for x 2 K \ �(M) is �nite. Moreover, if Cx is a translation of Cy, then Cx = Cy since by convexityof �(M) the line segment xy is contained in both Cx and Cy. It follows that the collection of conesCx, x 2 K \ �(M) itself is a �nite list C1; : : : ; CN . This shows that A is a rational locally polyhedralset.In the proof we used the following lemma.Lemma 4.4. Let V be a vector space, and X;S � V convex subsets with X closed. For every x 2 X,let Cx = fx+ t(y � x) j y 2 X; t � 0g. ThenX \ S = � \x2X\SCx� \ S:Proof. The inclusion \�" is obvious. To prove the opposite inclusion, assume that (X\S) and S�(X\S)are non-empty (since otherwise there is nothing to prove). Let y 2 S � (X \ S). We have to show that



10 EUGENE LERMAN, ECKHARD MEINRENKEN, SUE TOLMAN, AND CHRIS WOODWARDy 62 Tx2X\S Cx. Let r be a ray with vertex y which intersects X \ S nontrivially. Since X is closedand convex r \X is either a closed ray or a closed line segment. Let x be the point in r \X closest toy. Then y does not lie in Cx. Since S is convex, x is in X \ S.In the last section, we will use the following corollary to Theorem 4.3.Corollary 4.5. Let (M;!) be a connected symplectic orbifold, and let � :M ! t� be the moment mapfor a Hamiltonian torus action on M . If � is proper as a map into a convex open set U , then for every� 2 t, every local minimum of the function �� is a global minimum, where ��(m) := h�(m); �i.Proof. Since the moment set �(M) is convex, its intersection with the a�ne hyperplanes fx 2 t� j�(x) = ag is connected for all a 2 R. Since the �bers of � are connected this implies that(��)�1(a) = ��1(fx 2 t� j �(x) = ag)is connected for all a. The result follows.5. Proof of non-abelian convexityWe now prove the non-abelian convexity and connectedness theorem 1.1. Let � be the principal face.By Theorem 3.1, the principal cross section Y := ��1(�) is a connected symplectic orbifold, and therestriction of � to Y is a moment map for the action of the maximal torus of Y . Since � : M ! g�is proper, the restriction �jY : Y ! t� is proper as a map into the open convex set �. Therefore, byTheorem 4.3, the image �(Y ) is a convex set and is the intersection of � with a locally polyhedral setP , that is, �(Y ) = � \ P . By Theorem 3.1, �(M) \ t�+ = �(Y ): Since the closure of a convex set isconvex, the moment set �(M) \ t�+ is convex. Since the closure of � is a polyhedral cone and sincethe intersection of the interior of the locally polyhedral set P with � is nonempty, the closure of theintersection � \ P is the intersection �� \ P . Therefore�(M) \ t�+ = � \ P = �� \ Pis a locally polyhedral set. Since both P and �� are rational, the moment set is rational.It remains to prove that the �ber ��1(x) is connected for all x 2 g�. Since the �bers of �Y = �jYare connected, we know that the �bers of the restriction �jG � Y are connected. Since G � Y is dense inM , we would like to conclude that all �bers of � are connected. However, this does not immediatelyfollow. (Consider for example the map f from S2 � R3 to S1 � C given by f(x1; x2; x3) = ei�x3 . Themap f is proper and all �bers are connected, except for the �ber over z = �1.) We need the followingtopological fact:Lemma 5.1. Let X be a normal topological space and fUig1i=1 a sequence of compact, connected subsetswith Ui+1 � Ui. Then their intersection C = TUi is connected.Proof. Suppose that C = C1 [ C2 where C1 and C2 are closed and disjoint. We have to show thatC1 or C2 is empty. Since X is normal, there exist disjoint open neighborhoods V1 � C1 and V2 � C2.The intersection of the sets U 0i := Ui � (V1 [ V2) is empty. Since the U 0i are compact and U 0i+1 � U 0i ,this implies that for k su�ciently large, the set U 0k is empty. Since Uk is connected, this means thatUk \ V1 = ; or Uk \ V2 = ;. Consequently, one of the sets C \ V1 = C1, C \ V2 = C2 is empty.The proof of the connectivity of the �bers ��1(x) for x 2 g� is now as follows. We may assumex 2 t�+. Observe that ��1(x) is connected if and only if ��1(G � x) is connected. Indeed, the reverseimplication is true since ��1(G � x) = G � ��1(x) and the group G is connected. To see the forwardimplication it su�ces to note that ��1(G � x)=G = ��1(x)=Gx and Gx is connected.



NON-ABELIAN CONVEXITY BY SYMPLECTIC CUTS 11To show that ��1(G � x) is connected, it su�ces by Lemma 5.1 to show that for any convex openneighborhood B of x in t�, the closure of the open set ��1(G � (B \ t�+)) is connected. By 3.1, theintersection ��1(G � (B \ t�+)) \G � Y = G � ��1(B \ �)is dense in ��1(G � (B\ t�+)) and therefore also dense in its closure. Since B\�\�(M) is convex, henceconnected and ��1(y) is connected for any y 2 �, the set G ���1(B \ �) is connected and therefore itsclosure is connected.Remark 5.2. The assumptions in Theorem 1.1 may be relaxed as in the abelian case: instead of proper-ness it su�ces that there exists an invariant open set V of g� with �(M) � V such that � :M ! V isproper and V \ t�+ is convex. 6. Local moment conesIn [Sj] Sjamaar gives a prescription for reading o� the local form of the moment set. We reprove oneof his results, Theorem 1.2 (see also Karshon [Ka]) in the orbifold setting using symplectic cutting. Asin [Sj], an important step is the following result:Theorem 6.1. Let � : M ! g� be a moment map for an action of a compact connected Lie group Gon a symplectic orbifold (M;!). For every point m 2 t�+, there exists a rational polyhedral cone Cm � t�with vertex at �(m), such that for every su�ciently small G-invariant neighborhood U of m, the image�(U) \ t�+ is a neighborhood of the vertex of Cm. The cone Cm is called the local moment cone form.Proof. We will use the orbifold version of the local normal form theorem due to Marle [Ma] and, inde-pendently, to Guillemin and Sternberg [GS1]. The theorem asserts that an invariant neighborhood ofa point m in a Hamiltonian G-manifold M is completely determined (up to equivariant symplectomor-phism) by two pieces of data: (1) the value of the moment map � at m and (2) the symplectic slicerepresentation of the isotropy group Gm of the point. Recall that the symplectic slice at a point m isthe largest symplectic subspace in the �ber at m of the normal bundle to the orbit G �m. The analogousresult holds for Hamiltonian G-orbifolds (cf. [LT]) | the only di�erence is that the symplectic slice isno longer a vector space. Instead it is the quotient of a vector space by a linear action of a �nite group.Lemma 6.2. Let G be a compact Lie group, let (M;!) be a Hamiltonian G-orbifold, with momentmap �, and m 2 ��1(0) a point in the zero level set. Let � be the orbifold structure group of mand Gm � V=� ! V=� be the symplectic slice representation at m. For every Gm-equivariant splittingg� �= g�m� g�m, there is a G-invariant symplectic form on the orbifold F = G�Gm (g�m � V=�) such thatthe moment map �F : F ! g� for the G-action is given by�F ([g; �; v]) = g � �� + �V=�(v)� ;where �V=� : V=�! g�m is the moment map for the slice representation of Gm. Moreover, the embeddingof the orbit G � m into F as the zero section is isotropic and the symplectic slice at [1; 0; 0] is V=�.Consequently there exists a G-equivariant symplectomorphism � from a neighborhood U of G �m in Mto a neighborhood U 0 of the zero section in F , and ���F = � over U .We are now ready to prove Theorem 6.1.1. We begin by considering the special case �(m) = 0. Because we are considering arbitrarily smallneighborhoods, by Lemma 6.2 it su�ces to consider neighborhoods U of the zero section of the modelspace F . Let V=� be the symplectic slice at m. Choose a Gm-invariant complex structure on V=�which is compatible with the symplectic form; let � denote the norm squared of the induced metric.The model F is a complex orbi-bundle over G�Gm g�m. The multiplication action of U(1) on the �bersof F ! G �Gm g�m is a Hamiltonian action on the orbifold F , with moment map being the function



12 EUGENE LERMAN, ECKHARD MEINRENKEN, SUE TOLMAN, AND CHRIS WOODWARD� de�ned above. The action of U(1) commutes with the action of G. Consequently the moment map�̂F : F ! R � g� for the action of U(1)�G on F is given by�̂F ([g; �; v]) = ��([g; �; v]); g � �� + �V=�(v)��:Since �̂F is proper, we can apply Theorem 1.1. Therefore, �̂F (F )\ (R� t�+) is a convex rational locallypolyhedral set. In fact, since �̂F is homogeneous (i.e., equivariant with respect to the action of R+which on F is given by t � [g; �; v] = [g; t�;ptv] and on g� by multiplication) and since the number oforbit types in F is �nite, �̂F (F ) \ (R � t�+) is a convex rational polyhedral cone. Since �F (F ) \ t�+ isthe image of �̂F (F ) \ (R � t�+) under � : R � t�+ ! t�+, it is also a convex rational polyhedral cone.2. Choose a G-invariant metric on g�, and let �̂ : F ! R be de�ned by �̂([g; �; v]) = �(v) + jj�jj.Then �̂ is homogeneous and �̂�1(0) is the zero section of F . Choose � > 0 su�ciently small so that theset fx 2 F j �̂(x) < �g is contained in U . Let � be the lower bound on �̂�1(�) of the functionf : F ! R; f(x) = �(x) + jj�F (x)jjon F . Since f � �̂, we have � � �. Let V̂ := f(t; �) 2 R � g�j jtj + jj�jj < �g. Since jj�̂F (x)jj � �if �̂(x) � �, one has �̂F (U) � �̂F (F ) \ V̂ , which is a G-invariant neighborhood of 0 2 �̂F (F ). Since�̂F (F ) \ (R � t�+) is a convex rational polyhedral cone, the image of every neighborhood of the vertexof this cone under the projection � : R � t� ! t� is a neighborhood of the vertex of �F (F ) \ t�+ =�(�̂F (F ) \ R � t�+). It follows that G � �(V̂ \ (R � t�+)) is a G-invariant neighborhood of 0 in g� withthe required property.3. Finally, we use cross sections to reduce the general case to the case that �(m) = 0. Let � be the(open) face containing �(m). Let U� be the corresponding natural slice and R� = ��1(U� ) the naturalcross-section. By equivariance of the moment map, we have�(G � R� ) \ t�+ = �(R� ) \ t�+:The Cartan subalgebras of G and G� are equal, but a Weyl chamber (t�� )+ of G� is the union of certainWeyl chambers of G. Nonetheless, �(R� )\ (t�� )+ = �(R� )\ t�+, which means that we can apply Remark3.9.c to reduce to the case �(m) = 0.We now prove Theorem 1.2.Proof. It su�ces to consider an arbitrarily small G-invariant neighborhood U of m 2 M . By Theo-rem 6.1, there exists an open neighborhood V of �(m) and a rational polyhedral cone Cm � t� suchthat �(U) \ t�+ \ V = Cm \ V . Since �(M) \ t�+ is a convex rational locally polyhedral set, there existsa cone C 0m with vertex �(m) such that �(M)\ t�+ \V = C 0m \ V , after shrinking V su�ciently. Clearly,Cm � C 0m, so if C 0m 6= Cm, then there exists a point x 2 t� which lies on a face of Cm, but in theinterior of C 0m. Since Cm is closed and convex there exists � 2 t such that a point in U mapping to x isa minimum for �� in U \ Y , but is not a global minimum for �� on the principal cross section Y . Thiscontradicts Corollary 4.3. Therefore Cm = C 0m and hence(�(M) \ t�+) \ V = C 0m \ V = Cm \ V = (�(U) \ t�+) \ V :Remark 6.3. If G = T is abelian, Theorem 1.2 implies that the map � : M ! �(M) itself is open, sincefor any set U , �(U) = T ��(U) = �(T � U). This is however not true for G non-abelian.Let M = S2 � S2 be the product of two spheres, with symplectic forms given by the standard areaform. Let G = SO(3), and identify so(3)� �= R3 and t�+ �= fxjx1 > 0; x2 = x3 = 0g. The diagonalaction of SO(3) on M is Hamiltonian with moment map �(x; y) = x + y. The zero level set ��1(0)
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